Case Study: 250 Vesey Street
The Project: 250 Vesey Street, formerly known as Four World Financial Center, is a 1.8M
sf office tower inside Lower Manhattan’s Brookfield Place complex. Pier Head was brought
in to team with Titanium Scaffold Services and provide the right scaffolding solution for the
unique buildout sequence required in this double height space.
The project required a scaffold system including a “dance floor” — a continuous, even,
elevated surface for the purpose of safely using a small rolling scaffold on the upper level,
carrying workers and materials and allowing access to all areas requiring work on both
upper and lower levels of the buildout.
The Challenge: The complicated project had multiple logistical, spatial and equipment
challenges. The project’s interior design and architecture required numerous custom
unobstructed wide openings in the lower levels of the scaffold system which posed
challenges to standard system engineering for structural and safety purposes.
Pier Head and Titanium Scaffolding were not allowed to bring in equipment through
windows. Booms, hoists and cranes were prohibited. The only method available was to use
the elevators. The elevators were only available after hours and were limited in height and
weight capacity.
The Solution: The equipment components had to be custom-sized (to adapt to elevator
constraints) and further customized and engineered to allow the construction workers to lay
out the offices as designed and have access to carry out the finish work — all with proper
structural support.
Deliveries and assembly of scaffolding equipment had to be sequenced taking into
consideration:
•

How the scaffolding systems and components are designed to be assembled.

•

What elevators with which dimensions would be available each night.

•

How to reorganize the sequence of components types delivered each night to
maximize quantities delivered with elevator constraints and deliver the correct mix of
components to allow assembly to be ongoing before entire delivery completed.
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